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Abstract15

Particulate matter (PM) emitted by internal combustion engines has brought about serious environmental16

problems. Investigations of the PM oxidation behaviors and kinetics make the foundations of decreasing17

PM emission and working out the regeneration problems of PM capture devices. In this paper, the18

oxidation kinetics and microstructure evolutions of diesel PM in the oxidation process were researched.19

The results showed that thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) temperature history had a limited influence on20

the tendency of the oxidation kinetics. The volatilization of the organic compounds dominated the mass21

loss without any heat release at the initial stage of PM oxidation. The abnormal phenomenon (negative22

apparent activation energy) was observed in the oxidation process when the oxidation temperature was in23

the range of 200°C~ 340°C, which was ubiquitous during PM oxidation. However, the abnormal24

phenomenon disappeared if the PM sample was pre-treated to remove the volatile organic compounds25

(VOC),  with  the  result  that  the  phenomenon  was  caused  by  the  VOC.  The  hydrogen  bonding  complex26

was formed in that temperature range, where the energy of the hydrogen bonding complex was lower than27

the value of the reactants, which caused the negative apparent activation energy. The apparent activation28

energy increased gradually when the temperature was higher than 340°C.29

Keywords: diesel particulate matter; oxidation kinetics; microstructure evolutions; negative activation30

energy31

1. Introduction32

Large amounts of diesel particles were emitted into the atmosphere, which had a huge potential impact on33

the environment. Ammann’s results [1] showed that the heterogeneous production of HNO2 from  NO234

suspending on soot particles was 105~107 times faster than previously reported surface suspending35

reactions, which implied that soot particles also promoted the formation of photochemical smog.36

Michelsen et. al [2] reviewed the soot formation, evolutions and oxidation, with the results that the active37

radicals (such as OH, O,CH and CH2) played a vital role at the initial stage of soot formation process.38

Meantime, the soot agglomerates and graphitic aggregates happened, which restuled in the stable soot39

particles. Deeply investigating the PM oxidation behaviors and oxidation kinetics contributed to40

decreasing the PM emission and to optimizing the PM removal devices, such as diesel particulate filters41

(DPFs) [3] and non-thermal plasma (NTP) reactors [4].42

PM nanostructures of a light-duty diesel engine [5], the effect of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) on PM43

oxidation activity [6], diesel PM oxidation behaviors [7, 8], and PM oxidation model [9] were widely44



investigated. Vander Wal et.al [10] quantified the soot nanostructures using fringe separation distance,45

fringe  length  and  tortuosity,  which  revealed  the  relations  of  the  soot  nanostructures  and  PM formation46

temperature. Further, the influence of the heat-treatment temperature on the soot nanostructures was47

investigated that the crystallites were more orderly arranged after heat-treatment [11]. The statistics of the48

primary  particle  diameters  were  made  based  on  the  soot  morphology,  which  showed  closely  related  to49

oxidation activity [12], that the average value was between 20 nm and 25 nm. Qu et. al [13] investigated50

the oxidation activity of biodiesel PM, which presented closely related to the oxygen and VOC contents51

of biodiesel PM. López-Fonseca et. al [14] calculated the oxidation kinetics using different reaction52

models, with the conclusions that the choose of the reaction models significantly influenced the oxidation53

activity. The commonly used methods to calculate the PM oxidation kinetics were based on single ramp54

rate and multi-ramp rate thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) profiles using Arrhenius equation [4, 15, 16].55

Multi-ramp rate method in this paper was thatat least three TGA profiles obtained at different ramp rates were56

needed to calculate the oxidation kinetics. Sharma et. al [15] investigated the oxidation kinetics using57

single ramp rate method that the activation energy was almost the same in a small temperature range. The58

samples used for the TGA experiments were raw PM or pre-treated PM at high temperature,59

non-oxidizing atmosphere. As for the raw PM, the oxidation and volatilization happened simultaneously60

for volatile organic compounds (VOC) contained in the diesel PM, which led to the distortions of the61

oxidation kinetic lines. The oxidation kinetic lines were missed at the low temperature regions if PM62

samples were pre-treated at high temperature atmosphere to remove the VOC; also, high temperature63

pre-treatment significantly decreased the oxidation activity. The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)64

device detected the heat release rate as the function of oxidation temperature [4]. This method effectively65

detected the PM oxidation temperature and oxidation intensity at low temperature regions based on the66

heat loss during oxidation. The single ramp rate method presented the oxidation kinetic changes67

continuously in the oxidation process. The oxidation kinetic calculations using DSC profiles based on the68

single ramp rate method was seldomly reported to the authors’ knowledge. As can be seen from the69

references[17, 18], the details of the oxidation kinetics based on multi-ramp rate method were neglected70

due to the large temperature intervals. The oxidation kinetics based on the single ramp rate method in71

references [19, 20] were only focused on the high temperature zones.72

In this paper, the TGA and DSC profiles were combined to investigate the PM oxidation kinetics in the73

whole oxidation process. The single ramp rate method was used to research the details of the oxidation74



kinetics. The sketches of microstructure evolutions in PM oxidation process were assisted to clarify PM75

oxidation kinetics. With emphasis, the non-reported abnormal phenomenon of diesel PM oxidation76

kinetics in the oxidation process was discovered and analyzed.77

2. Oxidation kinetics lines extraction78

Calculations of the oxidation kinetics using oxidation profiles is based on Arrhenius equation (Equation 1)79

and its transformation is as Equation 2,80

(1)81

(2)82

Where m, t, k, n, pO2, r, A, E, R, T are sample mass, time, reaction rate constant, reaction order for carbon,83

partial pressure of oxygen, reaction order for oxygen, pre-exponential factor, apparent activation energy,84

universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol·K) and temperature. References [15, 21] showed that the reaction85

orders of different soot were close to unit (1.0). So that Equation 2 is transferred into Equation 3,86

(3)87

In the oxidation process of a narrow temperature range, ln(-dm/(m·dt))  shows  a  linear  correlation  with88

-/(R·T). E and A could be calculated from the slope and intercept of Equation 3. In the oxidation process,89

the slope and intercept changed gradually, resulting from the changes of the physicochemical properties,90

including ingredients (such soot, SOF and salts), structures, oxygen contents [4, 22].91

3. TGA and DSC profiles92

In order to decrease the experimental errors, vacant combustion in air was performed to remove the93

residuals before TGA and DSC experiments. The duplicate tests of TGA experiments are shown in Figure.94

S1. As can be seen, the repeatability of the experiments is excellent. The calculations of oxidation kinetic95

lines were based on TGA and DSC profiles. The oxidation profiles based on TGA and DSC experiments96

are shown in Figure 1, and parts of these curves were reported in reference [4]. Diesel PM samples A and97

B were collected at 60% and 80% engine load conditions, respectively. Devolatilized sample A was98

obtained by pre-treating sample A at high temperature, non-oxidizing atmosphere, the pre-treatment99

process was as the following: sample A was heated from room temperature to 450 °C at a 20 °C/min ramp100

rate in N2 atmosphere and was kept at 450 °C isothermal condition for 15 minutes; Then, it was cooled to101



atmosphere temperature. The DSC profiles were obtained by the normalization of the heat release curves,102

in which the assumption was made that the heat release rate was proportional to the PM mass loss rate103

caused by oxidation (rather than the volatilization). The detailed discussions about the TGA and DSC104

profiles were presented in reference [4]. Reference [13] indicated that oxidation and volatilization105

happened simultaneously when the temperature was lower than 350 °C, which was similar to the authors’106

research. Also, reference [19] defined the mass loss caused by low volatility and high volatility which107

were in the ranges of 200 °C~500 °C and 40 °C~200 °C, respectively. Advanced technologies should be108

adopted to further clearly distinguish the oxidation and volatilization. This paper was mainly focused on109

the details of the oxidation kinetics during PM oxidation.110
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Figure 1 Diesel PM oxidation profiles based on TGA and DSC experiments [4]112

4. Oxidation kinetics analysis113

Details of the oxidation kinetics in the oxidation process were neglected if the multi-ramp rate method114

was used due to the temperature intervals, as showed in references [4, 18]. However, the oxidation115

kinetics based on the single ramp rate method was continuous, which could clearly indicate the details in116

the whole oxidation process. Figure 2 shows the oxidation kinetic lines and microstructure evolutions in117

the oxidation process. Based on the microstructure evolutions, the phenomenons in the oxidation process118

could be more clearly clarified. The slopes of the oxidation kinetic lines reflected the apparent activation119

energy [23]. The tendency of the apparent activation energy in the oxidation process was similar at120

different ramp rate conditions for DSC based method, as shown in Figure 2(b). Similarly, the ramp rates121

had a small influence on the tendency of apparent activation energy for TGA based method (Figure 2(a)).122

Apparent activation energy was almost the same when the oxidation temperature was lower than 310 °C;123



then, it dropped to below zero around 344 °C and increased gradually in the following oxidation process124

for the DSC based method. Compared with the TGA based oxidation kinetic lines, the DSC based kinetic125

lines were smoother due to the fact that the DSC device tested the heat release free of the vibration and126

noise effects. The differences of the apparent activation energy tendency for the TGA and DSC methods127

were mainly focused on the low temperature regions, where the temperature was lower than 344 °C (it128

was exampled using sample A at 5.0 °C/min ramp rate). The apparent activation energy changed little129

when the temperature was lower than 200 °C, where the volitalization dominated the mass loss; then, it130

decreased in the temperature ranges of 200 °C~344 °C. The tendency was the same by comparing131

samples A and B, while the differences were mainly focused on the characteristic temperatures, such as132

the temperature where the transitions of the apparent activation energy happened. For the pre-treated PM133

sample (devolatilized A), the apparent activation energy was almost the same in the temperature range of134

340 °C~530 °C, where the oxidation dominated the reactions; it increased rapidly after that temperature135

range. It seemed that the pre-treatment at non-oxidizing atmosphere had a small effect on the apparent136

activation energy at high temperature zones. Reference [15] calculated the diesel soot oxidation kinetics137

using single ramp rate method that the apparent activation energy was almost kept at the same value in138

the temperature range of 515 °C~635 °C. The phenomenon was similar to the devolatilized PM in this139

paper.  Wang  et.  al  [19]  indicated  that  the  changes  of  the  apparent  activation  energy  in  the  oxidation140

process using single ramp rate method were much smaller for low ramp rate than that of high ramp rate in141

the temperature range of 410 °C~525 °C.142
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(a) Oxidation kinetic lines based on TGA profiles and microstructure evolutions144
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(b) Oxidation kinetic lines based on DSC profiles and microstructure evolutions146

Figure 2 Oxidation kinetic lines and microstructure evolutions: OC, organic carbon; EC, element carbon147



Sample A (5.0 K/min ramp rate) was taken as the example to detailed illustrate the oxidation kinetic148

phenomenon in the oxidation process. For the TGA based method, the apparent activation energy was149

nearly a constant value when the temperature was lower than 200 °C, however, the volatilization150

dominated the reaction at the temperature region as indicated in DSC profiles (Figure 1). This151

phenomenon was similar to the results in the reference [24]. Actually, the apparent activation energy in152

the region was the energy that was needed to volatilize the low molecular VOC contained in the diesel153

PM. As shown in the microstructure evolutions in Figure 2(a), only the surface VOC volatilization154

happened at this stage. Chemical reactions happened for VOC when the temperature was higher than155

200 °C. While the chemical reactions dominated mass loss when temperature was higher than 250 °C,156

which could be gotten by comparing the TGA and DSC based oxidation profiles. In the temperature zone,157

chemical reactions and volatilization happened simultaneously with heat release. Soot surfaces were158

oxidized gradually with the following results that the oxidation was transferred from the surfaces to inner159

cores at high temperature conditions.160

In the temperature range of 200 °C~310 °C, an abnormal phenomenon was observed that the apparent161

activation energy calculated using TGA based profiles was the negative, however, it was positive for DSC162

based profiles. During the temperature region, the mass loss percentage for the TGA methods was high,163

however, the heat release was low. Pyrolysis reactions happened in this process, where the high molecular164

VOC was broken up into low molecular VOC, whose volatilization temperature was low. The pyrolysis165

reactions of high molecular VOC led to the rapidly decrease of PM mass. The pyrolysis reactions caused166

the negative apparent activation energy in TGA based method, and the detailed reasons would be167

discussed below. Much high molecular VOC was converted into low molecular VOC that most of the low168

molecular VOC flowed out of the TGA device. Due to the high atmosphere temperature in TGA device,169

part of low molecular VOC was oxidized once the high molecular VOC was broken up, which caused the170

heat release during this stage. So that the TGA based kinetic lines partly depicted the pyrolysis reactions171

of high molecular VOC during this temperature region, while it was low molecular VOC oxidation in172

DSC based kinetic lines.173

In the small temperature range of 310 °C~ 340 °C, the apparent activation energy was negative or around174

zero for both the TGA and DSC based methods. The mass loss rate was low in this temperature region.175

The abnormal phenomenon was ubiquitous during the PM oxidation, it can be known by comparing the176

oxidation kinetic lines of samples A and B. However, the phenomenon was neglected in all the reported177



researches about PM oxidation kinetics to the authors’ knowledge [25-27]. This was mainly caused by the178

multi-ramp rate method calculating the oxidation kinetics, and PM pre-treatment at high temperature179

conditions. For different PM samples, the discrepancy was mainly focused on the positions and durations180

of  the  abnormal  phenomenon,  as  presented  in  Figure  2(a).  Also,  it  seemed  that  the  durations  of  the181

abnormal phenomenon showed closely related to the high molecular VOC content and the second182

oxidation phase (slow oxidation in Figure 1), which was concluded by correlating Figure 1. The low183

molecular  VOC  content  was  almost  the  same  for  samples  A  and  B  (mass  loss  when  temperature  was184

lower than 200 °C). Evidently, the second oxidation phase lasted a wide temperature region, which185

resulted of the huge temperature range of the abnormal phenomenon. The abnormal phenomenon186

disappeared when the sample was pre-treated at high temperature atmosphere to remove the VOC187

(devolatilized sample A). So that it was concluded by comparing sample A and devolatilized sample A188

that the abnormal phenomenon was caused by VOC. Smith et. al [28] summarized large amounts of189

elementary reactions, with the conclusion that the apparent activation energy was negative for the190

elementary reaction in a narrow temperature range. Also, the abnormal phenomenon in chemical reactions191

was reported in other chemical reaction process [29-31].192

The general chemical reactions had the positive temperature effect that the reaction rate constant193

increased with temperature. The apparent activation energy was smaller than zero if the chemical194

reactions were the negative temperature effect. The negative temperature effect happened in the abnormal195

periods. It was considered that the hydrogen bonding complex was formed during the oxidation that the196

energy of the hydrogen bonding complex was lower than the value of the reactants, which led to the197

negative apparent activation energy [28]. Much hydrogen bonding complex was formed in the abnormal198

temperature zone, which was the main reason leading to the low mass loss rate in the following reactions199

despite the temperature increased continually. The reason caused the abnormal phenomenon was same for200

the temperature range of 200 °C~310 °C in the TGA based method. After the abnormal period, the201

apparent activation energy increased gradually with the oxidation reaction proceeding.202

5. Conclusions203

In order to get the details of the oxidation kinetics in diesel PM oxidation process, the oxidation kinetics204

based on DSC and TGA profiles using single ramp rate method were researched. Meantime, the205

microstructure evolutions in the diesel PM oxidation process were assisted to clearly clarify the oxidation206

kinetics. At the initial stage of PM oxidation, VOC volatilization dominated the mass loss and no207



chemical  reactions happened.  Large amounts of  high molecular  VOC were breakup into low molecular208

VOC, which caused the abnormal phenomenon, negative apparent activation energy, in the temperature209

range of 200 °C~310 °C in the TGA based method. Meantime, the oxidation of part low molecular VOC210

released heat in that temperature range. The abnormal phenomenon was also observed in the temperature211

range of 310 °C~340 °C, where hydrogen bonding complex, with low energy being smaller than the212

values of reactants, was formed. In addition, the hydrogen bonding complex caused the slow oxidation213

activity in the following reaction process. The apparent activation energy increased gradually when the214

temperature was higher than 340 °C. The abnormal phenomenon was ubiquitous during diesel PM215

oxidation and it disappeared after being pre-treated at high temperature conditions, which indicated that216

the abnormal phenomenon was caused by the VOC contained diesel PM.217
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